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Important Notice

These presentation materials do not constitute or form part of any invitation, offer for sale or subscription or any solicitation for any offer to buy or
subscribe for any securities or investment in or assets of Borders & Southern Petroleum plc nor any invitation or inducement to engage in investment
activity under section 21 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). The content of these presentation materials has not been
approved by an authorised person within the meaning of FSMA.
These presentation materials shall not form the basis of or be relied upon in any manner or for any purpose whatsoever and they must not be used or
relied upon for the purpose of making any investment decision or engaging in an investment activity and any decision in connection with a purchase of
securities in or assets of the Company must be made solely on the basis of the publicly available information.
Accordingly, neither the Company nor its directors or agents makes any representation or warranty in respect of and no liability is accepted in relation to
the content of these presentation materials.
The information contained in these presentation materials is subject to amendment, revision and updating in any way without notice or liability to any
party. The presentation materials contain forward-looking statements which involve risk and uncertainties and actual results and developments may
differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements depending on a variety of factors.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in
these presentation materials, which have not been independently verified. The delivery of these presentation materials shall not at any time or in any
circumstance create any implication that there has been no adverse change, or any event reasonably likely to involve any adverse change, in the
condition (financial or otherwise) of the Company since the date of these presentation materials.
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Corporate Overview
Financial Summary
Cash balance:
Administrative expense:
Operating loss:
Debt

Board of Directors

31 Dec. 2020

31 Dec. 2019

$2.18 million
$1.0 million
$1.01 million

$3.68 million
$1.45 million
$1.37 million

Nil

Nil

Strategic Focus

Harry Dobson

Non-Executive Chairman

Howard Obee

Chief Executive

Peter Fleming

Finance Director

William Hodson

Non-Executive Director

Darwin Resource Estimate
Darwin East & West “Best Estimate” wet gas initially in-place: 3.2 TCF

Our strategic priority is to monetise the Darwin discovery as
quickly as possible, prior to further exploration and appraisal
of our extensive prospect inventory

Condensate & LPG (MMBBL)
Darwin East (Contingent 2C)
Darwin West (Prospective)
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Independent un-risked assessment
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Activity Update

• Maintaining a low overhead and a disciplined budget.
• Prioritising finding partners / funding to progress the monetisation of Darwin – commencing a re-marketing initiative.
• Assessing options for a phased development which will enable fast-track production
Our aim is to define a credible development with lower capex, a short-cycle payback, a low breakeven oil price,
with project expansion through early free cashflow.
• Pursuing a low carbon strategy to minimise our environmental impact.
• Continuing to refine drilling logistics to enhance the significant well cost savings already identified.
• Technical work –

optimising development plans for cost efficient recovery.
reviewing and revising the prospect inventory.
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Darwin Discovery – Low Sub-surface Risk
61/17-1 Discovery well

A

Darwin East

Darwin East – Contingent Resource
Darwin West – Prospective
A

B

3 km

Darwin West

Darwin East

Top reservoir

B

Darwin West

Untested prospect
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Borders & Southern Petroleum
33 St James’s Square
London SW1Y 4JS
Tel: 020 7661 9348
info@bordersandsouthern.com
www.bordersandsouthern.com
Investor Relations:
Tavistock (Financial PR)
1 Cornhill
London EC3V 3ND
www.tavistock.co.uk
Tel: 020 7920 3150
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